
Award-winning books for children  
that promote learning through play
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Errol’s Garden
Written and illustrated by Gillian Hibbs

 
Errol loves gardening, but he doesn’t have a proper garden. 
Although his home is full of beautiful plants, he longs for an 
outdoor space where he can grow things. A chance discovery 
leads to a solution, but Errol can’t do everything on his own. 
Luckily, help is near at hand. A heart-warming and inclusive 
tale about how one small boy’s dream of a garden unites a 
diverse community in a positive and enriching experience 
for everyone.

 Features:

follows each stage of the process. Teachers can use this 
book to introduce the decomposition of tasks into man-
ageable steps, providing plenty of opportunities for activities which improve both critical and  
computational thinking. This can tie into the Characteristics of Effective Learning.

 
sharing ideas, and using your skills to help others.

 
 gardening.

9781786280855 
Hard cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-6 years  
$16.99 US   $18.99 Can
October 2018

9781786280848 
Soft cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-6 years  
$7.99 US   $9.99 Can
October 2018

NEW RELEASES

Gillian Hibbs 

Gillian spends much of her time making beautiful 
things in the basement studio under her dad’s bicycle 
store, which she shares with a selection of friendly 
(but not very chatty) inner tubes and mudguards.  
Despite her underground work space, Gillian loves  
being outside in the garden, although she would  
probably be a more successful gardener if she was  
a bit less scared of wriggly things.
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Nipper and the 
Lunchbox
 
Written and illustrated by Lucy Dillamore 

Nipper is a little dog who loves sleeping, dozing and 
dreaming, but most of all, he loves his best friend,  
Richard. Every morning, as Richard prepares to go to  
work, he has to ignore Nipper begging him to stay. One 
day, Nipper notices that Richard has left his lunchbox 
behind, and embarks on a mission to deliver it. En route, 
he encounters many obstacles that challenge his deter-
mination. Will he reach Richard with his lunch still intact? 
Nipper and the Lunchbox is an uplifting story about true 
doggedness, and a celebration of the strong bond between 
humans and their pets. 

 
Features:

 
and friendship from a debut author.

9781786281807 
Hard cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-6 years  
$16.99 US   $18.99 Can

October 2018

9781786281791 
Soft cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-6 years  
$7.99 US   $9.99 Can

October 2018

Lucy Dillamore:

Lucy has always loved drawing. She had a very happy 
childhood making up stories with her sister Rachael 
and her aunt Rita.

While studying for her degree in Illustration at Nor-
wich University, Lucy decided to become a children’s 
book illustrator. As soon as she had graduated, she 
enrolled on the MA course in Children’s Illustration at 
the Cambridge School of Art. Lucy’s partner Richard 
had a very cute dog called Nipper, who inspired her 
to write this story about the bond of love between a 
dog and its owner. Lucy currently lives in Lincolnshire, 
England. She can usually be found in her studio with a 
cup of tea in one hand and a paintbrush in the other.
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NEW RELEASES

Polonius the Pit Pony
Written by Richard O’Neill 
Illustrated by Feronia Parker Thomas

In this new tale by Romani storyteller Richard O’Neill, a 
pit pony meets a group of horses who pull caravans for 
Travelers. Enchanted by their way of life, he escapes from 

let down his new family. Can he find a use for the skills he 
learned from his past in the pits? A heart-warming story 
about respect and new starts. 

 
Features:

lifestyles and cultures.

9781786281869 
Hard cover 32 pages  
10 1/2” x 9 3/4” 4-9 years  
$16.99 US   $18.99 Can
October 2018

9781786281852 
Soft cover 32 pages  
10 1/2” x 9 3/4” 4-9 years  
$7.99 US   $9.99 Can
October 2018
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Classic Books  
with Holes  
Illustrators: Will Bonner, Emma Schmid,  
Anne Passchier, Claire Keay

 
All children love traditional rhymes and singing 
along will help to develop number skills.

Bouncy illustrations, innovative die cutting and 
 

a must for every child. 

 
Features:

casts of characters throughout the books.

phases of the moon.

been extended with new verses – this can be 
used to teach older children about syllables 
and rhyming structures, and can lead to a 
poetry-writing exercise.

shows a group of dinosaurs, labeled with the 
name of each species.

Soft cover 16 pages 11 1/2” x 11 1/2” 2 - 6 years  $6.99 US  $8.99 Can 

Five Enormous Dinosaurs 
9781786281777

She’ll Be Coming ‘Round  
the Mountain 
9781786281418

Hey Diddle Diddle 
9781786281784

This Old Man 
9781786281760

Series Title          Title         ISBN                      US Price  Canada Price
 
Classic Books w/Holes 8x8 w/CDs She’ll Be Coming Round the Mountain 9781786282323    $5.99 $6.99
 This Old Man 9781786282330    $5.99 $6.99
 Five Enormous Dinosaurs 9781786282347    $5.99 $6.99
 Hey Diddle Diddle 9781786282354    $5.99 $6.99
    
Classic Books w/Holes Soft cover w/CDs She’ll Be Coming Round the Mountain 9781786282286    $8.99 $10.99
 This Old Man 9781786282293    $8.99 $10.99
 Five Enormous Dinosaurs 9781786282309    $8.99 $10.99
 Hey Diddle Diddle 9781786282316    $8.99 $10.99
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NEW RELEASES

All About Rosa
Written and illustrated by Jessica Spanyol

Let’s find out which toys Rosa and her friends 

An important series that celebrates inclusivity, 
promotes gender equality and embraces the 
uniqueness of every child.

Features:

 
challenge gender stereotypes.

Board book 14 pages 8”x 8”  
1-3 year  $4.99 US   $5.99 Can
October 2018

Rosa Loves Cars 
9781786281258

Rosa Plays Ball 
9781786281265

Rosa Loves Dinosaurs 
9781786281241

Rosa Rides her Scooter 
9781786281234

Clive is a Librarian
9781846439896

Clive is a Teacher
9781846439902

Clive is a Nurse
9781846439919 

Clive is a Waiter
9781846439926

Clive and his Art
9781846438837 

Clive and his Bags
9781846438844 

Clive and his Babies
9781846438820 

Clive and his Hats
9781846438851 

Recently  
released by  
Jessica Spanyol
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Clive is a Waiter
9781846439926

Baby Board 
Books 
Illustrated by Annie Kubler

 
This award-winning series has been specifically 
designed for babies. A great introduction to 
books through well-known nursery rhymes and 

the perfect way to bond with your baby  
and share quality time. It also aids language 
development by introducing them to the natural 
sounds and patterns of speech. Combining 
these with actions also stimulates the brain 
and helps muscle development. 

Board book 12 pages 8”x 8”  
1-2 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can   
October 2018

Round and Round the  
Garden 
9781786281975

The Wheels on the Bus 
9781786281968

Sleeping Bunnies 
9781786281982

Zoom, Zoom, Zoom! 
9781786281999
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NEW RELEASES

Just Like Me! 
Illustrated by Ailie Busby

books to find out all about themselves. 
Encouraging interaction and discussion, they 

remake of one of our bestselling series with 
vivid illustrations by Ailie Busby.

Board book 12 pages 7”x 7”  
1-18 months  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can
October 2018

Feeding Time! 
9781786281920

Looking Good! 
9781786281944

Feeling Great! 
9781786281951 

On the Go! 
9781786281937

Ailie Busby:

Ailie is an illustrator living with her family in the 
North East of England. She loves dogs, lions, cycling, 
trees, violet creams, orange pencils, knitted toys  
and listening to The Archers.

Quite a number of years ago Ailie studied Graphic  
Design, and then specialized in Illustration at  
Cambridge School of Art. Ailie uses a mixed media 
approach to her work – including a combination of 
acrylic paint, and pencils mixed with collage and 
photoshop.
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Whatever the 
Weather  

Written and illustrated by Carol Thompson

 

In this series of richly illustrated books, Carol 
Thompson celebrates the immediate and  
sensory response of children to the natural 

Benefits:

 
illustrator inspire children to explore and  
experience different weather conditions.

books can be taken out and about.

 
children with a range of additional needs and 
of various ethnicities.

 

NEW in SPANISH

Sol (Sun) 
9781846439803

Viento (Wind) 
9781846439773

Nieve (Snow) 
9781846439780 

Lluvia (Rain) 
9781846439797

Board Book 12 pages 8¼” x 8¼”  
2-5 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

The publisher’s expertise in 
developmentally appropriate 

learning is apparent ... pictures 
communicate the sensory delights 

of the natural world.
– Kirkus Reviews

Science learning  
begins early and connects  

to the everyday events like the 
weather ... full of action with 
hats, hair, leaves and seeds 

flying in the wind.
– Oppenheim Gold

SPANISH AND BILINGUAL TITLES TRANSLATED BY TERESA MLAWER

9
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Las ruedas del autobús giran y giran 
Illustrated by Annie Kubler

Round and Round’. Everyone’s getting on the bus but where are they going? 
 9781786281661 Big book  16 pages 17”x 17” 2-6 years $19.99 US $24.99 Can
 9781846439681 Board book  16 pages 6¼”x 6¼” 2-6 years $5.99 US $6.99 Can
 9781846439650 Soft cover  16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years   $4.99 US $5.99 Can

October 2018

SPANISH TITLES

El Ratoncito, La Fresa Roya y Madura 
Y EL GRAN OSO HAMBRIENTO 
Don and Audrey Wood

red, ripe strawberry? 
9780859539791  Soft cover 24 pages 10¼” x 93/4” 2-6 years   $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

Veloz como el grillo  
Don and Audrey Wood

A celebration of a child’s growing self-awareness, and a prime 
example of how books can contribute to this.

9780859539777   Soft cover 24 pages 10¼” x 93/4” 2-6 years   
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

Había una vez una viejecita que una mosca se tragó. 
Illustrated by Pam Adams

classic is as popular as ever.  
 9781786281654   Big book  16 pages 17 ”x 17 ” 2-6 years   $19.99 US   $24.99 Can
 9781846439384   Board book  16 pages 6¼”x 6¼” 2-6 years   $5.99 US   $6.99 Can
 9781846439377   Soft cover  16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years   $4.99 US   $5.99 Can
July 2018

Diez monitos saltaban en la cama 
Illustrated by Tina Freeman    Translated by Teresa Mlawer

 
love this traditional rhyme and singing along will help to develop number skills. 
9781846439667 Board book  16 pages 6¼”x 6¼” 2-6 years $5.99 US   $6.99 Can
9781846439636 Soft cover  16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years $4.99 US $5.99 Can
October 2018

El viejo Macdonald tenía una granja             
Illustrated by Pam Adams

 
 9781846439674  Board book  16 pgs 6¼”x 6¼” 3-6 years $5.99  US $6.99 Can 
 9781846439643 Soft cover  16 pgs 8”x 8” 2-6 years $4.99 US $5.99 Can 
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SPANISH TITLES BILINGUAL TITLES

The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry and  
the Big Hungry Bear By Don and Audrey Wood 

from eating his freshly picked, red, ripe strawberry? 
9781846434051     

El Gran Oso Hambriento/Big Hungry Bear – Bilingual Edition 
Board book 24 pages 61/4 3/4   $6.99 US  $7.99 Can

Quick as a Cricket  By Don and Audrey Wood 

A celebration of a child’s growing self-awareness,  
and a prime example of how books can contribute to this. 
 
9781846434068 
Veloz como el grillo/Quick as a Cricket – Bilingual Edition  
Board book 24 pages 6 1/4 3/4   $6.99 US  $7.99 Can

Wild! Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas 

 
 9781846439056  Mealtime 9781846439049  Bedtime 
 9781846439032  Bathtime 9781846439063  Playtime 

   $3.99 US  $4.99 Can

New Baby  By Rachel Fuller
This series of four board books deals with the anticipation of waiting for the new baby, the excitement of the arrival itself, and 
the beginnings of the special relationship between siblings. The simple conversational text and lively illustrations are carefully 
designed to encourage further dialogue between reader and child.

 9781786281500  Esperando al bebé/Waiting for Baby  9781786281517   Mi Nuevo Bebé/My New Baby  
 9781786281524  ¡Mírame!/Look At Me!  9781786281531   Tú y Yo/You and Me  
Board books 12 pages 81/4”x 81/4” 0-3 years   $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

Diez monitos saltaban en la cama 
Illustrated by Tina Freeman    Translated by Teresa Mlawer

 
love this traditional rhyme and singing along will help to develop number skills. 
9781846439667 Board book  16 pages 6¼”x 6¼” 2-6 years $5.99 US   $6.99 Can
9781846439636 Soft cover  16 pages 8”x 8” 2-6 years $4.99 US $5.99 Can
October 2018
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Baby Board Books – English/Spanish Bilingual Editions   Illustrated by Annie Kubler
This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well-known nursery songs.

9781846433108 If You’re Happy and You Know It.../Si Te Sientes Bien Contento...
9781846433115 Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes/Cabeza, Hombros, Piernas, Pies

12 pages 6"x6" 0-2 years  $3.99 US  $4.99 Can

...love the way  
[these books teach] 
that we are all the 

same regardless of race 
or disability.

– Young Readers  
Blog

Just Like Me – English/Spanish Bilingual Editions  Illustrated by Jess Stockham

babies’ feelings, features, abilities and tastes. These fabulous books encourage interaction and discussion.
 9781846435621   Eating Well!/¡Comer bien!  9781846435607 Looking Good!/¡Lucir bien!
 9781846435614  Feeling Great!/¡Sentirse bien! 9781846435638  On the Go!/¡A moverse!
12 pages 6"x6" 0-2 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

...a fine  
representation of 

youngsters of both 
genders, and varying 

ethnicities. 
– School Library  

Journal

Small Senses – English/Spanish Bilingual Editions   Illustrated by Annie Kubler
Brilliant board books for toddlers based around the senses. Exploring the concept of touch, taste, smell, hearing and sight, these 
titles feature familiar scenes and fun words to encourage lively chatter.

     9781846437212 What Do I Feel?/¿Qué siento? 
     9781846437229 What Do I Taste?/¿Qué saboreo?
     9781846437236 What Do I Smell?/¿Qué huelo?

12 pages 61/2"x61/2   $3.99 US  $4.99 Can

Helping Hands – English/Spanish Bilingual Editions   Illustrated by Georgie Birkett

Achieving a shared goal encourages a sense of responsibility. Encourage your child to help out and develop new skills as they share in the fun of 
more 
 9781846435690 Clean It!/¡A limpiar! 
 9781846435683 Cook It!/¡A cocinar!
24 pages 81/4 1/4  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

Birkett’s bright, line  
and color illustrations 

focus on the child and her 
contributions, evoking 
Aliki in line and mood. 

[The narration’s] rapid fire 
enthusiasm is appealing. 

– Kirkus Reviews

9781846437243 What Do I Hear?/¿Qué oigo?
9781846437250 What Do I See?/¿Qué veo?

 9781846435706 Grow It!/¡A sembrar!
 9781846435713 Fix it!/¡A reparar!

BILINGUAL TITLES  

9781846433122 Ten Little Fingers/Tengo Diez Deditos
9781846433139 This Little Piggy/Este Cochinito
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RECENTLY RELEASED  

Beyond the Fence  By Maria Gulemetova

finds out what lies outside the four walls, beyond the fence. A gentle book 
about freedom and friendship. 
 9781846439315 Hard cover 36 pages 8 3/4” x 11  1/4” 3-7 years $16.99 US $18.99 Can. 
 9781846439308 Soft cover 36 pages 8 3/4” x 11 1/4” 3-7 years $7.99 US $9.99 Can.

The Very Long Sleep  By Polly Noakes 

Bear take to their beds. Fox can’t wake them up at all. Fox is lonely and confused, espe-
cially when parcels start to arrive for the other three animals. What on earth can be in 
them, and will the three friends ever wake up?
 9781786281272     
 Hard cover 32 pages 10 1/2” x 9 3/4” 3-7 years    $16.99 US    $18.99 Can 
 9781786281289 
 Soft cover 32 pages 10 1/2” x 9 3/4” 3-7 years  $7.99 US    $9.99 Can 

Rainforest  By Julia Groves

Travel deep into the forest – what elusive and fascinating creatures will you find there? 

animals that live in this precious and endangered habitat. Wildlife fans will be 
thrilled to encounter all kinds of rainforest creatures – from the familiar species to 
the more obscure.

The beautiful illustrations are enhanced by eco-friendly waterless printing on 
woodfree, uncoated paper, producing a more intimate feel and a beautiful finish. The 

softer, natural tones achieved using this method are closer to the individually printed technique of the 
original art. 

 9781846439360 Hard cover 36 pages 11 1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-7 years   $16.99  US $18.99 Can 
 9781846439353 Soft cover 36 pages 11  1/4” x 8 1/2” 3-7 years $7.99 US $9.99 Can 

The Big Red Rock  By Jess Stockham 
When Bif finds a big red rock blocking his way, he decides it has to go.  But how? 
Nothing he tries will move it.

Bif’s friend Bop knows some monsters who might be able to help.  When none of 
their ingenious methods work, they all have to decide what to do next – with  

A simple and comic tale about teamwork and problem solving.

 9781786280039 Hard cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-7 years   $16.99 US   $18.99 Can 
 9781786280022 Soft cover 32 pages 9 3/4” x 9 3/4” 3-7 years   $7.99 US   $9.99 Can 
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SONGS AND RHYMES
development by introducing them to the natural sounds and patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also 

stimulates the brain and helps muscle development and coordination.

Baby Board Books   Illustrated by Annie Kubler
This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well-known nursery songs
   Board Book      Board Book  
 Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes  9780859537285 This Little Piggy  9781846431203 
 Ten Little Fingers 9780859536103 Hey Diddle Diddle  9781846431210
 If You’re Happy and You Know It  9780859538466 I’m a Little Teapot  9781846431227   
 Dingle Dangle Scarecrow  9780859536264 Pat-a-Cake  9781846433382 
 Ring Around a Rosie  9780859535786 Humpty Dumpty  9781846433399 
 Row, Row, Row Your Boat  9780859536585 Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat 9781846433405 
 Wee Willie Winkie  9781846431197 Hop a Little, Jump a Little!  9781846433412 
 12 pages 81/4 1/4 0-2 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can     
   $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

...a fine  
representation  

of youngsters of both 
genders, and varying 

ethnicities. 
– School Library 

Journal
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Baby Gym  Illustrated by Sanja Re˘˘scek
Touch is a baby’s first language…

of baby exercise and massage, these books encourage interaction between 
parent and baby. Featuring cuddling, exercise, movement and massage to 
strengthen the baby/parent bond, helping to build a sense of security and 
confidence. Whatever mood you want to create, be it calming or active, 
these books will provide inspiration.
  Board Books   
Touch & Tickle 9781846431302         
Bounce & Jiggle 9781846431319         
Wiggle & Move 9781846431326           
Calm & Soothe 9781846431333      
12 pages 81/4" x 81/4" from birth $5.99 US  $6.99 Can    

  $5.99 US  $6.99 Can

Squeaks
&

Squirts

Squeaks
&

Squirts

Squeaky Clean 
Pam Adams and Annie Kubler
Colorful and ingenious washable books make reading fun  
and provide a delightful bath time experience.
 
     9780859532686    Wally Whale
     9780859537230   Henry the Helpful Elephant 

10 pages 6"x6" 0-3 years  $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

Best  
Books for  

Babies 
Beginning 
with Books

...perfect for babies in every way...  
wonderful additions to public library  

collections needing more good examples of books  
for the youngest patrons, and could also be used in 
baby storytimes, with a librarian modeling how to 

perform the rhymes.
– Sue McCleaf Nespeca, Early Literacy/  

Children’s Literature Specialist

SONGS AND RHYMES

BABY BOARD BOOKS

BATH BOOKS

Baby Board Books   Illustrated by Annie Kubler
This award-winning series has been specifically designed for babies. A great introduction to books through well-known nursery songs
   Board Book      Board Book  
 Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes  9780859537285 This Little Piggy  9781846431203 
 Ten Little Fingers 9780859536103 Hey Diddle Diddle  9781846431210
 If You’re Happy and You Know It  9780859538466 I’m a Little Teapot  9781846431227   
 Dingle Dangle Scarecrow  9780859536264 Pat-a-Cake  9781846433382 
 Ring Around a Rosie  9780859535786 Humpty Dumpty  9781846433399 
 Row, Row, Row Your Boat  9780859536585 Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat 9781846433405 
 Wee Willie Winkie  9781846431197 Hop a Little, Jump a Little!  9781846433412 
 12 pages 81/4 1/4 0-2 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can     
   $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

Small Senses   Illustrated by Annie Kubler
Brilliant board books for toddlers based around the senses. Exploring the concept of touch, taste, 
smell, hearing and sight, these titles feature familiar scenes and fun words to encourage lively chatter.
     9781846433740  What can I Feel? 
     9781846433757  What can I Taste?
     9781846433764  What can I Smell?
     12 pages 61/2" x 61/2" 0-24 months $3.99  US  $4.99 Can

9781846433771  What can I Hear?
9781846433788  What can I See?
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Whatever the Weather!  Carol Thompson
 

 

9781846436802 Sun  9781846436826 Wind
9781846436819 Snow 9781846436833 Rain

$4.99 US  $5.99 Can 

The publisher’s expertise in 
developmentally appropriate 

learning is apparent ... pictures 
communicate the sensory delights 

of the natural world.
– Kirkus Reviews

Science learning  
begins early and connects  

to the everyday events like the 
weather ... full of action with 
hats, hair, leaves and seeds 

flying in the wind.
– Oppenheim Gold

Seasons   Illustrated by Ailie Busby
Each season has something special about it, and in these books we explore each one. What shall we wear, where shall we go and what will 

outdoor play. Creative and inventive, interesting and funny, you will find lots of things to inspire you.
    9781846437410 Spring      9781846437427 Summer
    9781846437441 Fall 9781846437458 Winter

$4.99  US  $5.99 Can

BABY BOARD BOOKS

9781846438806  Animal Babies in the River!  9781846438790 Animal Babies in the Meadow! 
9781846438813 Animal Babies on the Mountain! 9781846438783 Animal Babies in the Forest! 
 
   

Animal Babies  by Julia Groves
What’s a baby goat called? Or a baby panda? What’s a baby otter called? Or a baby duck?  What’s a baby 
hare called? Or a baby sheep? What’s a baby owl called? Or a baby deer? In this collection of mountain 

 

  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

Gorgeous cut paper-style  
illustrations draw the eye in this  
four-part series. Each verso page 

features an adult animal, while the recto 
shows the younger version. Animals 

are easily visible against solid colored 
backgrounds, making this an ideal pick 

for the youngest readers.   
– School Library Journal
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Little Movers      
Carol Thompson

allow us to share and explore the struggles, achievements and sheer delight of children learning to manage and explore  

     9781846436147     One, two, three... Crawl!  9781846436161 One, two, three... Run!
     9781846436154     One, two, three... Jump!            9781846436178 One, two, three... Climb!

0-3 years  $4.99  US  $5.99 Can

Blankies
Carol Thompson
Every baby’s blankie is different, 

Find out what makes them unique, 
and why babies love them. With a 
high emotional content reflecting 
a child’s own life and experiences, 
this is perfect for sharing during a 
special quiet time.
9781846435157  Blankies

0-2 years   
$6.99 US  $8.50 Can

Snug 
Carol Thompson
What makes you feel snug? Is it 
being curled up in a blanket? Feeling 
safe in your cozy bed? Being at 
home? Or being given a hug? This 
delightful book celebrates the many 

warm and loved, ending with the 

9781846435140    Snug
0-2 years   

$6.99 US  $8.50 Can

Mockingbird Song 
Carol Thompson

lullaby. What you won’t have heard, 
however, is Carol Thompson’s 
modern retelling of this classic. 
This beautifully illustrated song 
celebrates the unconditional love 
and warmth that surrounds a child.
9781846435744  Mockingbird Song

0-2 years   
$6.99 US  $8.50 Can

Rabbit Pie   
Penny Ives

ingredient needed for sweet  

sprinkling of kisses and some warm 
milk for the ideal bedtime story. 
Told like a recipe, this sturdy board 
book edition of an already popular 
title makes the ideal addition to any 

 
9781846435133  Rabbit Pie

0-3 years   
$6.99 US  $8.50 Can

Thompson’s  
pictures  

have charm,  
humor, and  

energy as the  
babies run, jump,  

and explore  
their worlds. 
–Children’s
Literature

BABY BOARD BOOKS

EARLY ACTIVITY BOOKS

Look at Me!     Illustrated by Sebastien Braun

as well as read them. Bright, colorful and eye-catching designs encourage creative imagination to develop through pretend play. 
     9781846434693 I’m a Robot! 9781846434716 I’m an Alien!
     9781846434709 I’m a Monster! 9781846434723 I’m a Clown!

3-6 years $4.99 US  $5.99 Can 
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What’s Up Crocodile? Sport  
9781786280510 
 

What’s Up Penguin? Art 
9781786281548 
 

What’s Up Fox? Dressing Up 
9781786281562  
 

What’s Up Tiger? Food
9781786281579   
 

Cocoretto 

to develop prediction and memory skills. 
Board book 12 pages 7”x 7” 0-3 years $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

City
9781786280817 

Construction
9781786280831 

Emergency
9781786280800 

Farm
9781786280824  

In the Jungle! 
9781846438660 

In the Snow! 
9781846438653 

In the Ocean!  
9781846438677 

On the Farm! 
9781846438646  

Choo! Choo! 
9781846437465

Tap! Tap!             
9781846437472

Snap! Snap!        
9781846437489

Toot! Toot!         
9781846437496
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What’s Up Tiger? Food
9781786281579   
 

Dance!
9781846439599 

Music!
9781846439612

Dressing Up!  
9781846439605  
 

Sing!  
9781846439629   

Amazing Me!   By Carol Thompson

boundless creativity to be found in every child.

Board book 12 pages 8”x 8” 3-6 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can  

Colors 
9781846439964

Shapes 
9781846439940

Opposites 
9781846439971

Numbers 
9781846439933

Mealtime
9781846436840 

Playtime
9781846436857 

Bathtime
9781846436864 

Bedtime
9781846436871 

Wild!  Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas
 

  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can  
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First Time    Illustrated by Jess Stockham and Jan Lewis
 

The simple conversational text and lively illustrations are carefully designed to initiate further dialog.  Use  
 

share any worries they may have.

  9781846432798 Baby Sitter 9781 84643 3344 Doctor 978184643 4877 Performance 9781846432804 Sleepover       
  9781 846433351 Dentist 978184643 4884 Sports Day 978184643 2811 Nursery 9781846433368 Hospital   
  9781846434891 School Trip 978184643 2828 Big Day Out 978184643 3375 Vet 9781846434914 School 

24 pages 81/4 1/4  years $5.99  US  $6.99 Can

Each book  
addresses an issue  

relevant to preschoolers’  
lives. The pleasant cartoon art 
features uncluttered, brightly  

colored scenes.
– School Library Journal

New Baby     Illustrated by Rachel Fuller
A new addition to the family is exciting, but the experience can also be worrying and confusing for siblings. Coping with the new situations 
and emotions that arise can be very challenging. This series deals with the anticipation of waiting for the new baby, the excitement of the 
arrival itself, and the beginnings of the special relationship between siblings. The simple conversational text and lively illustrations are 
carefully designed to encourage dialog and to help to prepare a child for the downfalls and delights of having a younger sibling.
     9781846432750 Waiting for Baby 9781846432767 My New Baby
     9781846432774 You and Me 9781846432781 Look at Me!
14 pages 81/4" x 81/4 0-3 years  $4.99 US  $5.99 Can

These books  
are just right for 

toddlers awaiting and 
adjusting to the birth of  

a new sibling. 
– School Library  

Journal

NEW EXPERIENCES
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Helping Hands    
Illustrated by Georgie Birkett and Jess Stockham

Achieving a shared goal encourages a sense of responsibility. Encourage your child to help out and develop new skills as they share in the fun of more 

 9781846432835 Clean It! 9781846432842 Cook It! 9781846432859 Grow It! 9781846432866 Fix it!
 9781846434143 Moving Day! 9781846434129 Shopping! 9781846434150 Recycling! 9781846434136 Party! 
24 pages 81/4 1/4  years $5.99 US  $6.99 Can

Birkett’s bright, line  
and color illustrations 

focus on the child and her 
contributions, evoking 
Aliki in line and mood. 

[The narration’s] rapid fire 
enthusiasm is appealing. 

– Kirkus Reviews

NEW EXPERIENCES

Pardon Me!   
Illustrated by Emma Trithart and Maxine Lee   
Can Crocodile’s friends put up with his 

hiccups? Will Leopard ever stop snoring? Is it possible for Zebra to play a fair game of hide-and-seek, when he can’t 

 9781846437502 Crocodile’s Burp 9781846437526 Leopard’s Snore
 9781846437519 Hippo’s Hiccups 9781846437533 Zebra’s Sneeze
14 pages  3-6 years $12.99  US  $14.99 Can

What’s the time, Mr Wolf?*    Annie Kubler    

clocks on each page help us learn to tell the time. 
9780859539449 What’s the time, Mr Wolf? 
24 pages 91/4 1/2 3-6 years  $12.99 US  $14.99 Can

See you later, Alligator!*   Annie Kubler 
Alligator is always too busy to help Crocodile do the chores. When – and how – will he learn that 
there is a time for work and a time for play? A fun introduction to the idea of helping others. 
9781904550051 See you later, Alligator! 
24 pages 91/4 1/2 3-6 years $12.99 US  $14.99 Can

The Lion’s Share*     Illustrated by Martha Lightfoot 

will he still want the Lion’s share when all the fun is over? 
9781846432484 The Lion’s Share 
24 pages 91/4 1/2 3-6 years $12.99 US  $14.99 Can
 

Dinosaur Diner*   Annie Kubler 

with no energy. Will his healthy friend be able to encourage him to change his ways? 
9781846431838 Dinosaur Diner 
24 pages 91/4 1/2 3-6 years  $12.99 US  $14.99 Can

Finger
Puppet
Books

ACTIVITY BOOKS

*Not for children under 3 years
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Old Lady Doll and Animals*
Fabulous Old Lady dolls and bean-filled animals to match each book.  
Children will love retelling the story using these props.

 9780859538367 Old Lady Fly Doll         $27.99 US $32.99 Can
 9780859538411 7 Bean-filled Animals  $16.99 US $19.99 Can
3 years +

Five Little Men Finger Puppets*
 

story. Children will love retelling the story using these lovable puppets.
822162000748 Five Little Men Finger Puppets  $25.99 US  $29.99 Can

3 years +

8x8 Classic Books with Holes + CD
 9781904550624 Old Lady Fly + CD 
 9781904550631 This Old Man + CD 
 9781904550648 Old Macdonald +CD 
 9781904550655 House Jack Built + CD 
 9781904550662 Wheels on the Bus + CD 
 9781904550679 Ten Little Monkeys + CD 
 9781904550686 Down by the Station + CD 
 9781846431371 Five Little Ducks + CD  
 9781846431364 Over in the Meadow + CD 
 9781846436222 The Ants go Marching + CD 
 9781846436239 Down in the Jungle + CD 
 9781846436246 The Farmer in the Dell + CD 
 9781846436253 Cows in the Kitchen + CD 
 9781786280794 Itsy Bitsy Spider + CD 
16 pages  8"x 8"  0-6 years  $5.99  US  $6.99 Can

There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly : 40th Anniversary Edition 
Pam Adams

 
as a gift and pass this timeless classic on to the next generation. Ingenious die-cut holes  

     9781846435997       16 pages 9 3/4 9 3/4 2-6 years  $14.99 US  $17.99 Can

CLASSIC BOOKS WITH HOLES

Duck Hand Puppet/Five Little Ducks  
Finger Puppets*

 
 

and give children the opportunity to re-enact the events.

 822162000595 Mother Duck Hand Puppet $18.99 US $22.99 Can  
 822162000601 Little Ducks Finger Puppets $26.99 US $31.99 Can 
 822162000656 Duck and Ducklings set $38.99 US $44.99 Can 
3 years +

* Choking hazard. Not suitable for children under 3. Warning label applied.
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The Ants go Marching 9781846431050 9781846431098 9781846432071 9781846432569 
Old Macdonald 9780859530538 9780859536622 9780859536370 9781846432682  
The Mulberry Bush 9780859538855 9780859537957  9781846432699 
The Wheels on the Bus 9780859538879 9780859537971 9780859538954 9781846432705 
Ten Little Monkeys 9780859538886 9780859537988 9780859538961 9781846432712 
Down by the Station 9780859539425 9780859531405 9780859531238 9781846432729 
Five Little Ducks 9780859539357 9780859531412 9780859531245 9781846432736 
Twinkle, Twinkle 9780859539418 9780859531429  9781846432743 
Over in the Meadow 9780859539494 9780859531436  9781846431487 
Five Little Men 9781904550303 9781904550587 9781846430077 9781846431388 
Ten Fat Sausages 9781904550310 9781904550594 9781846430084 9781846431463 
Down in the Jungle 9781904550327 9781904550617 9781846430091 9781846431395 
The Music Man 9781904550341 9781904550600 9781846430107 9781846431401 
Cows in the Kitchen 9781846431067 9781846431104 9781846432088 9781846432576 
There was an Old Lady 9780859530187 9780859537278 9780859536356 9781846432668 
One Elephant 9781846431074 9781846431111 9781846432095 9781846432583 
Dry Bones 9781846431081 9781846431128 9781846432101 9781846432590 
Itsy Bitsy Spider 9781846434983 9781846435096 9781846436666 9781846436888 
Hickory Dickory Dock 9781846434990 9781846435102 9781846436673 9781846436895 
Little Miss Muffet 9781846435003 9781846435119 9781846436680 9781846436901 
Mary had a Little Lamb 9781846435010 9781846435126 9781846436697 9781846436918 
16 pages 113/8" x 113/8" 61/4" x 61/4 3/8 3/8

2-6 years $6.99 US  $7.99 Can $5.99 US  $6.99 Can $19.99 US  $24.99 Can $8.99 US  $10.99 Can 

Bouncy illustrations, innovative die-cutting  
and popular rhymes make Books with Holes  

a must for every child. 
Illustrated by Annie Kubler/Pam Adams/Tina Freeman/Jess Stockham/ 
Penny Ives/Michael Evans/Dan Crisp/Elke Zinsmeister/Elisa Squillace/

Debra Potter/Kate Edmunds/Sanja Re˘˘scek/Airlie Anderson/ 
Nora Hilb/Kelly Caswell/Barbara Nascimbeni/Marina Aizen.

CLASSIC BOOKS WITH HOLES
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FLIP-UP FAIRY TALES
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Flip-Up Fairy Tales
Illustrated by Estelle Corke/Barbara Vagnozzi
Richard Johnson/Jess Stockham/Alison Edgson
Andrea Petrlik/Masumi Furukawa/Lesley Danson
Laura Barella/Simona Sanfilippo/Francesca 
Assirelli/Natalia Vasquez/Natasha Rimmington
Marta Cabrol/Annie Kubler
Traditional tales are a well-established and vital 
part of all cultures. Retold from the originals, 
these lively stories will captivate readers with 
their delightful illustrations and fun lift-up flaps, 
which really add to the action. Well-known 
stories give young readers confidence.

Goldilocks  9781904550198 9781846430855 
Jack and the Beanstalk  9781904550204 9781846430862 
Three Little Pigs  9781904550211 9781846430879 
Little Red Riding Hood  9781904550228 9781846430886 
Three Billy Goats Gruff  9781904550723 9781846430893 
Hansel and Gretel  9781904550730 9781846430909 
Cinderella  9781904550747 9781846430916 
Little Red Hen  9781904550754 9781846430923 
Emperor’s New Clothes 9781846430206 9781846430930 
Stone Soup 9781846430213 9781846430947 
Ugly Duckling 9781846430220 9781846430954 
Snow White 9781846430237 9781846430961 
Elves and the Shoemaker 9781846430763 9781846431425 
Frog Prince 9781846430770 9781846431432 
Rapunzel 9781846432491 9781846432927 
Sleeping Beauty 9781846432521 9781846432958 
Little Mermaid 9781846433252 9781846433313 
Princess and the Pea 9781846433269 9781846433320 
Boy Who Cried Wolf 9781846433689 9781846434075 
Pied Piper 9781846434808 9781846435195 
24 pages 81/4 1/4  $7.99 US  $9.99 Can  $8.99 US  $10.99 Can       

My Secret Scrapbook Diary  
Kees Moerbeek
An entertaining diary format based on much-loved fairy tales. Visually stimulating 
pages, littered with pop-ups, photographs, letters, stickers, recipes and newspaper 

illustrations and handwritten text complete the illusion of a real scrapbook diary.  
Told in the main character’s voice, these books are great for looking at the perspectives 
of different characters and seeing the story from a different point of view. After reading 
these, children will want to create their own scrapbook diary.
 9781846434471 Little Red Riding Hood
 9781846434488 Three Little Pigs  
 9781846434495 Jack and the Beanstalk
 9781846434501 Cinderella

1/4 1/4  years    $10.99 US  $12.99 Can

FLIP-UP FAIRY TALES

INTERACTIVE BOOKS
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All About Cats
Written and illustrated by Monika Filipina
Cats spend the whole day asleep in a chair. Or do they?  
This hilarious look at what felines might get up to when  
we leave the house is full of humorous and wild possibilities. 

  9781846439346  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
  9781846439339  Soft cover      $7.99 US    $9.99 Can
32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4  

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

My Tail’s Not Tired! 
Written by Jana Novotny Hunter 
Illustrated by Paula Bowles

tired? And when their knees still have plenty of bounce in them? And 

A humorous and charming bedtime story that adults and children will 
love to read – and play out – again and again.
  9781846439858  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
  9781846439865  Soft cover      $7.99 US    $9.99 Can
32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4

A Bear Hug at Bedtime
Written by Jana Novotny Hunter 

Illustrated by Kay Widdowson
A child encounters tigers, lobsters, bears and a menagerie of  

other creatures throughout the day … but if you look more closely, there’s 

 
this is the perfect bedtime read.

9781846439872  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
9781846439889   Soft cover    $7.99 US    $9.99 Can

32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4

Simply Sweet.
– Kirkus Reviews
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CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

Henry and Boo! 
Written and illustrated by Megan Brewis

his tea break. And he is less than thrilled when the little creature 
decides to stay – along with its annoying habit.
With the unwelcome visitor getting under his feet all day, it’s easy 

A charming story about friendship, tolerance, and unexpected 
consequences, with a compelling refrain that all readers will want 

   9781846439995  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
   9781846439988  Soft cover     $7.99 US     $9.99 Can
32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4

Quiet!
Written and illustrated by Kate Alizadeh

different noises and in this book the text and visual clues help 
a child experience the home through sound, which will be 

familiar to those children who are blind or partially sighted.
9781846438875  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
9781846438882  Soft cover     $7.99 US    $9.99 Can 

32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4  

Quiet! is the brilliantly  
illustrated description of daily  

auditory sounds that signal changing activities  
at different times of day. . .  a beautiful book to  

help prepare a child for bedtime and to help focus 
young minds on the auditory and other daily  

cues in their daily lives..
– Midwest Book Review

Sure to invite  
cries of “Again!”

– Kirkus Reviews
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Little Home Bird
Written and illustrated by Jo Empson

surrounded by his favorite branch, his favorite 
food, his favorite view and his favorite music.
Why on earth would he ever want to change, even  
when his brother tells him that they must?

 
 

for all children who love their home, however many they may have. 

   9781846438899 Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
32 pages 10 1/2 3/4

Empson’s dreamy illustrations  
capture the beauty and majesty of nature with 
warmth and elegance; wide-eyed Little Bird is a 

green-and-yellow puffball. Simply lovely.  
– Kirkus Reviews

Rabbityness   
Written and Illustrated by Jo Empson

 
 

friends are desolate. 

As it turns out, Rabbit has left behind some very special gifts 

debut by author/illustrator Jo Empson, Rabbityness celebrates 
individuality, encourages the creativity in everyone, and positively 
introduces children to dealing with loss of any kind.

    9781846434921 Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can  
32 pages 93/4 3/4  years  

An imaginatively 
designed lesson in 
creativity and loss.

– Kirkus Reviews

Rabbit’s  
disappearance 

 – and the aftermath –  
will speak to children about  

looking on the bright side  
during times of loss or change,  

while proving the uplifting  
nature of art.

– Booklist

Never Ever   
Written and Illustrated by Jo Empson
Nothing ever happens to me. Never, ever. Ever, never. Nothing. 
Never Ever displays Jo Empson’s inimitable sense of fun, her love  
of storytelling and surprise, and her delight in the magical world  

 

9781846435522 Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99 Can
9781846435515 Soft cover $7.99 US $9.99 Can

32 page 81/2 1/4 3-8 years             

This treasure  
of a book,  

full of surprises, 
 is a must-have  
for all libraries.
– School Library  

Journal

Gorgeous colors,  
often watery and splashing,  

make a vibrant mix of saturation  
and pallor. Motion-filled lines create energy... 
Eye-catching pictures and splendid forward 
momentum add up to a giggle-inducing tale 

with subtlety underneath.
– Kirkus Reviews

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

HUFFINGTON POST AWARD

Mr. Moon Wakes Up    Written and illustrated by Jemima Sharpe

 
Would he lead us to hidden, dream-like worlds, filled with fantastic friends and exciting games? 
And if he did, would we remember in the morning?  
 9781846436949 Hard cover    $16.99 US $18.99 Can 
 9781846436932 Soft cover     $7.99 US $9.99 Can 

Starred Review

Starred Review, School Library Journal

 
(a) dreamy... fantastical  

bedtime story. As children have long  
suspected, all the fun stuff happens after  

everybody goes to sleep.  
– Shelf Awareness

Starred Review
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This beautifully illustrated gem of a storybook  
begs to be read aloud. A Romani folktale, it tells of a magical 

horse, Parno Gry, that swoops in and takes children on trips to 
faraway, welcoming lands. This unique and engaging tale  

will delight young audiences and would be an elegant  
addition to any folk literature collection.  

– Booklist

A unique and  
gorgeously presented read-aloud  
for one-on-one and small group 
sharing; a must-have for most  

collections
– School Library Journal

Gentle talk between  
family members creates a sense  

of closeness and security, while Romani  
words sprinkled throughout give a further 
sense of the community and its argot (a 
glossary is included). Tolson’s (A Pocket 
Full of Treasures) scribbly illustrations  

go right along with the spirit of  
improvisation and simplicity.

– Publishers Weekly

Cat’s Colors   Airlie Anderson
What better thing to do on a gray day than collect some 

them? A charming, deceptively simple story about making 
the most of the world around us, and giving something 
back in return. 

9781846437618   Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
32 pages 

Momo and Snap are NOT friends! 
Airlie Anderson

the other. Can these two adversaries ever become friends? Children will love to imitate the 

lighthearted tale, told solely through noises.

 9781846436031 Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99Can 
 9781846435980 Soft cover $7.99 US $9.99 Can 

32 pages 81/2 1/4

This picture book  
will be a hit, inviting  

vocalization of ‘Sheesh!’,  
‘Sploosh!’ and the like, and 

spurring youngsters to interpret 
the pictures and sounds as the 

tale progresses.
– School Library Journal

 
A sweet reminder  

of how one act of kindness  
can change the course  
of many an argument.

– Kirkus Reviews

And Then...   Written and illustrated by Alborozo

It’s hard being an older sister when everybody is admiring your brand new baby brother – particularly 

This quirky, exuberant picture book reminds us of the power of the imagination, and  
shows us how telling stories can help us order and deal with our experiences.

 9781846436963  Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99 Can 
 9781846436956  Soft cover $7.99 US   $9.99 Can

32 pages 10 1/2 3/4  

Yokki and the Parno Gry   
Written by Richard O’Neill and Katharine Quarmby
Illustrated by Marieke Nelissen

When a Romani family experiences a run  of bad luck, an 
imaginative boy called Yokki lifts their spirits with tales of a magical white  
horse. A traditional Roma family folk tale which inspires hope and  
celebrates creativity. 

Told by a Romani storyteller and a picture book author, this original tale  
offers a fascinating insight into Romani lifestyles and cultures.

      9781846439278   Hard cover   $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
     32 pages 10 1/2 3/4   
     

Ossiri and the Bala Mengro
Written by Richard O’Neill and Katharine Quarmby 

Illustrated by Hannah Tolson

A Romani girl creates her own musical instrument from a willow branch and lots of 
 

warnings not to awaken the ogre in the hills, Ossiri goes there to practice playing  
her instrument. Will she wake the ogre, and will it appreciate her playing? 

Told by a Romani storyteller and a picture book author, this original tale  
offers a fascinating insight into Romani lifestyles and cultures.

9781846439254  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
32 pages 10 1/2 3/4  4-9 years 

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

A fun and simple book  
that is perfect for fidgety toddlers and 

will work well in a baby storytime.
– School Library Journal

Starred Review

Starred Review, School Library Journal
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The Boy who lost his Bumble 
Trudi Esberger
The boy in this debut picture book is fascinated by bees, and is puzzled  
and saddened when they disappear one rainy day. What could have caused them to leave, and is there 
anything he can do to get his bumble back? Not one of his antics is successful, but things start to look a little 
brighter with the arrival of spring. A gentle, quirky introduction to the cycles of nature, with an important 
and highly topical message about the value of bees to our world.

 9781 846436628 Hard cover $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
 9781846436611 Soft cover $7.99 US  $9.99 Can
32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4  3-6 years

Sardines of Love      
Zuriñe Aguirre

will Lola eat when she discovers that sardines are the only food on offer? And 
what will Lolo do when he finds out that his beloved Lola is missing?

 9781846437274 Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99 Can  
 9781846437267 Soft cover $7.99 US $9.99 Can  
36 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4  3-6 years  

The Cherry Thief 
Renata Galindo
Chef Armand’s cakes are famous for the delicious red cherries that adorn 
each one.  
But when the cherries start disappearing, he sets a trap to catch  

 
and is there a long-term solution that will make everyone happy?  
A charming debut picture book filled with very visual humor.

 9781846436529 Hard cover  $16.99 US   $18.99 Can 
 9781846436512 Soft cover  $7.99 US   $9.99 Can

32 pages 10 1/2 9 3/4  4-8 years

 
Illustrations for this  

adventure keep the pages 
turning with an array of 

perspectives, partial images 
that continue to the next 

page, and plenty of action-
filled scenes... a neatly crafted 

addition to classroom activities.
– School Library Journal

Children will enjoy  
the slapstick 

enormously. And the 
mysteries that remain 

– a sweet diversion.
– Kirkus Reviews

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

Ice in the Jungle 
Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar

When Ice’s mother tells her that they’re going to move to an exciting new place, Ice 

the weather, the food, the people and the language. Ice tries to make friends, but 
everyone seems too busy and preoccupied to care. A charming debut picture book 

about the anxieties and hardships of moving, with a heart-warming, positive ending.

  9781846437311  Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99 Can
  9781846437304 Soft cover  $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

      32 pages 9 3/4  x 9 3/4  3-6 years   

That’s NOT How You Do It! 
Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar

 
eat with a spoon and fork, play the xylophone, paint elephants –  

her frustration. And when she finally tries to teach Toshi the right way to do things, she 
learns a very important lesson herself. 

 
 9781846439292 Hard cover  $16.99 US $18.99 Can  
 9781846439285 Soft cover  $7.99 US   $9.99 Can 
32 pages 9 3/4 3/4  

Lucy, a striped cat in a blue beret, knows  
how to do everything. Colorful, textured illustrations show her  

eating neatly with a spoon and fork, performing gymnastics, and folding 
the perfect paper star... This story, with its gentle message of not only 

accepting differences but learning from them, is an effective  
read-aloud and a worthy addition to most collections.

– School Library Journal
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Tilly’s Staycation 
Gillian Hibbs
Tilly’s friends are all going to exciting places for their vacations, but she is staying 

 

library takes Tilly and her mom on more exciting adventures than she could ever 
have dreamed. A testament to the power of reading and the imagination.

 9781846436017 Hard cover $16.99 US $18.99 Can

32 pages 93/4 3/4

It’s Not Yours, IT’S MINE! 
Susanna Moores

 
But what happens when the ball loses its air? Will help arrive,  
and will Blieka learn that sharing brings some unexpected benefits?
 9781846436000 Hard cover $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
 9781846435959 Soft cover $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

32 pages,  93/4 3/4

 
A fun book to read  

with preschoolers, who  
have already mastered the 
basic sharing concepts and 

can grasp the humor, and with 
toddlers, who will relate  
to the difficulty of letting  

a favorite toy go.
– Flying Off My Bookshelf

Grandma 
Jessica Shepherd

into a nursing home. This touching story, told in Oscar’s own words, is 
a positive and practical tale about an experience now encountered by 

many children. A factual page about dementia will help readers to talk 

experience in a variety of caring roles.

 9781846436024   Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
32 pages 93/4 3/4

 A must-have  
for every children’s  

collection and a valuable book  
for a child who has a family  

member with dementia.
– A Book and a Garden Blog

I’d highly  
recommend it to  

anyone helping a young 
child deal dementia or  

other difficulties with an  
aging relative.
– Flying Off My  

Bookshelf

The Acrobat      
Alborozo

new audience in the park, but even his very best tricks fail to catch anyone’s 
attention. Just as the acrobat is about to give up hope altogether, something 

a successful and celebrated cartoonist, Alborozo has now brought his very 
own brand of wit and charm to the world of children’s books.

9781846436345 Hard cover $16.99 US   $18.99 Can
9781846436338 Soft cover $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

32 pages 101/2 3/4

The simple text with its soupçon  
of existentialism, and the kooky artwork, make 
this a flash of pleasure. Success comes in the 
unlikeliest of places, so keep on keeping on.

– Kirkus Reviews

A debut picture  
book by a former 

cartoonist that is sure  
to please.

– School Library  
Journal

Alborozo’s  
vibrant art makes  

the tale even  
more charming.

– Parents Magazine

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY
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Harold Finds a Voice 
Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

 
his home. Tired of repeating the same old noises, he yearns to find out 
what other voices there are in the big, wide world. But what happens  
when he suddenly realizes that he doesn’t have a voice of his own? This 

hilarious tale. It’s full of color, humor and invention, and the onomatopoeic 

everyday noises. 
 9781846435508 Hard cover $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
 9781846435492 Soft cover $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

32 pages 93/4 3/4 3-8 years            

Dicmas gives Harold  
plenty of spotlight-hogging  

star power, whether  
he’s waggling his eyebrows  
at readers, closing his eyes  
in contentment as he takes  

in a bass violin solo, or flashing his 
plumage... Dicmas’s  

airy visuals keep the story  
and its message buoyant.

– Publishers Weekly

The Great Googly Moogly   
Written and illustrated by Courtney Dicmas

and differing baits, she sets out every day to realize her dream, whatever the 

features a spirited character determined to achieve her goal, but it also reflects 
our responsibilities to other creatures, and our place in the natural world.

9781846436390    Soft cover  $7.99 US  $9.99 Can
32 pages 93/4 3/4

Bright splashy  
colours and a catchy title 

highlight this purpose-
driven tale.

– Kirkus Reviews

A fun story with  
even funnier pictures 
... would make a nice 
storytime selection.

 – Flying Off  
My Bookshelf

...beautiful, bright,  
and vivid childlike illustrations...
Storytellers will enjoy acting out  

the noises and children will giggle  
at Harold’s kooky expressions  

and poses. 
– Kirkus Reviews

Beneath a rain cloud on a  
tiny island sits the home of Albert and  

Sally Paddling, their son, and, later, their baby. 
Children will pore over Smith’s expressive color 

illustrations, which contribute plot elements  
and drama as well as intriguing details  

and indefinable charm. 
– Booklist Online

Home and Dry 
Written and illustrated by Sarah Smith

beneath a big black cloud, surrounded by water. As the seasons 
change and the water dries up, an unexpected visitor arrives, but the 
family is nowhere to be found. Before  
long, their visitor is in trouble and  

Richly illustrated, this story  
explores the themes of home,  
friendship and family.

9781846437564  Soft Cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can
32 pages 9 3/4 3/4   

Mayday Mouse
Written and illustrated by Sebastien Braun

with a birthday present for her brother, little does she 

by storms, caves, rocks and shipwrecks. Resourceful and 

9781846437595   Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
9781846437588    Soft cover     $7.99 US    $9.99 Can

32 pages 10 1/2 3/4  

Baking With Dad 
Written and illustrated by Aurora Cacciapuoti

 
 we need, including the most important ingredient –  

 
And who will do the cleaning up? 

     9781846437557  Hard cover  $16.99 US   $18.99 Can 
9781846437540  Soft cover     $7.99 US      $9.99 Can

32 pages 10 1/2 3/4

A wide-eyed, red-haired child announces with glee  
that today is the day to bake with Dad. The ingredients are  

gathered, and the adventures (and baking) start with flying eggs, 
mixing, shaking, and clouds of flour. . .  A nice storytime addition to 

spark conversations about process, baking, and birthdays  
– Booklist

Mayday Mouse is the charming,  
creatively illustrated story of a brave little Captain  

Mouse, who created a boat out of a walnut shell, a toothpick, 
and a handkerchief. she determined to deliver a birthday 
present to her brother by sailing on the water in her little  

walnut shell boat. Children will adore this exciting  
adventure of a resourceful, seagoing mouse.  

– Midwest Book Review
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The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry 
and the Big Hungry Bear
Don and Audrey Wood

 

 
ripe strawberry? 

 9781846434037 Board book  61/4” x 53/4” $6.99 US $7.99 Can
 9780859530125 Soft cover 101/2” x 93/4” $7.99 US $9.99 Can
 9781846430503 Soft cover + CD  101/2” x 93/4” $9.99 US $12.99 Can
 9780859531825 Hard cover  101/2” x 93/4”  $14.99 US $16.99 Can
 9780859533300 Big book  171/4” x 153/4” $26.99 US $29.99 Can
32 pages  2-6 years

Quick as a Cricket 
Don and Audrey Wood

A celebration of a child’s growing self-awareness, and a prime example  
of how books can contribute to this.

   9781 846434044 Board book  61/4” x 53/4” $6.99 US $7.99 Can
   9780859533065 Soft cover  101/2” x 93/4”  $7.99 US $9.99 Can
  9780859531511   Hard cover  101/2” x 93/4” $14.99 US $16.99 Can
 9780859533317 Big book  171/4” x 153/4” $26.99 US $29.99 Can

32 pages 2-6 years

CHILD’S PLAY LIBRARY

 
The Little Mouse,  

the Red Ripe Strawberry  
and the Big Hungry Bear  

by Don and Audrey Wood 
#44

School Library Journal 
Top 100 Picture Books 2012  

by Elizabeth Bird

An uplifting picture  
book debut. A first purchase for 

libraries looking to expand on books 
focusing on empathy.

– School Library Journal

The Jar of Happiness
Written and illustrated by Ailsa Burrows

As she retraces her footsteps she discovers there are many different ways to share happiness.
Emphasizes the importance of the support that we receive from friends and family.  Empathy and 

sharing feelings with others are key themes in this delightful story.

                                                       9781846437298  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can  
                                                                                      32 pages 10 1/2 3/4

Crunch!
Written and illustrated by Carolina Rabei
Crunch the guinea pig loves to eat and spends 

guest tries to share in Crunch’s plentiful supply of 
food, Crunch is challenged to make a choice about his future. 
Choosing between something you love and the unknown is hard. But 
sometimes the rewards for stepping out and embracing new experiences are 

Rabei’s illustrations carry a sweet, rustic charm  
appropriate for this gentle story. . . . Crunch learns quite  
a lot on his first trip out of the cage, but, most important,  

he comes to understand that hugs and friendship are  
excellent treats in their own right.

– Booklist

 9781846437335  Hard cover  $16.99 US  $18.99 Can
 9781846437328  Soft cover  $7.99 US  $9.99 Can

32 pages 10 1/2 3/4



Ocean Deep
Sue Baker and Richard Hatfield,  
illustrated by Richard Hatfield
From the sunlit surface to the darkness of the deep,  
this book explores the fascinating life forms that exist  
in our oceans.  

 
investigate each zone of the ocean.

 9780859539296 Novelty Book  $10.99 US  $13.99 Can 
/8 6-10 years

Misunderstood 
Arthur John L’Hommedieu/Sue Baker/Richard Hatfield  
Unique information books, focusing on lesser-known and often  
misunderstood species. Full of amazing facts, the vibrant and  

9780859539623 Bats
9780859539609 Spiders
9780859534048 Snakes

16 panels 12" x 83/4" 10 years $14.99  US  $17.99 Can

Metamorphoses
Arthur John L’Hommedieu/Sue Baker/Nikolay Nemzer
All living things change as they grow. Follow the fascinating life cycles  
in these beautifully engineered cardboard books.

9781846430121 Egg, Tadpole, Frog
9781846430138 Butterfly
9780859538473 Dragonfly

3/4 4-8 years  $14.99  US  $17.99 Can

INFORMATION BOOKS
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Our Solar System
By Arthur John L’Hommedieu 
 

 
a tunnel through space, enabling us to make a fascinating  
tour of the planets in our solar system. Revised and updated  
edition of this three-dimensional information book children to  
study interesting data about each of the planets. Larger trim size  
and additional spread. 
9781846435942  Novelty book   $10.99 US  $13.99 Can 

/8 6-10 years  

Recently 
Released
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FURTHER INFORMATION

CHILD’S PLAY BACKLIST

Tooth Fairy
Audrey Wood
9780859532938 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

Magic Shoelaces 
Audrey Wood
 

9781904550518
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

Star Gazers, 
Skyscrapers  
& Extraordinary 
Sausages 
Claudia Boldt

9781846433443 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

UUGGHH!
Claudia Boldt
9781846433726 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

Max and the 
Doglins 
Amanda Montgomery-
Higham
9781846430435 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

The Wim Wom 
from the Mustard 
Mill 
Polly Peters 
Ill. Roberta Angeletti
9781846432538 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

books, products, authors and illustrators are on our website. Visit the parentor teacher zone, the bookshop, and 
read and write reviews of your favorite books.

Baby Signing Books

of sign language with hearing 
babies to enable them to 
communicate before they can 

babies’ natural use of gesture 
and by introducing simple signs 
at an early age, we can enable 
them to communicate their 
emotions and needs.

Tactile Books

children of all ages. Conceived
and designed in association with 
BookTrust. Our unique tactile 
books seek to include all children 
in the reading experience. Tactile 
features, play elements and 
high-contrast images create 
as sensory and involved an 
experience of the topics as 
possible.

Storysacks

resource to teachers and
enable parents to contribute
to their children’s literacy.

bag containing a quality picture
book with supporting materials
to stimulate reading activities.
A guide and prompt suggest
ways of developing listening,
reading and writing skills using



Animal Exercises  
Mandy Ross 
Ill. Sanja Re˘˘scek
 

9781846430442 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
6 mths+ 101/2  x 93/4

Wake up, Sleepy 
Head  
Mandy Ross 
Ill. Dubravka Kolanovic
 

9781904550334 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
6 mths+  101/2  x 93/4

Animal Lullabies  
Mandy Ross 
Ill. Krisztina Kallai Nagy
9780859531160 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781904550938 
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 
6 mths+ 101/2  x 93/4

Presto Change-O 
Audrey Wood
 

9781904550525
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

The Princess and 
the Dragon Mask 
Book 
Audrey Wood
 

9780859537179
Board book 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 

113/4  x 113/4

The Princess  
and the Dragon
Audrey Wood
9780859537162 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433566 
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can

101/2  x 93/4

CHILD’S PLAY BACKLIST

The Talkative Tortoise  
Andrew Fusek Peters 
illustrated by Charlotte Cooke

9781846434181 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846436130 
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  

 

The Flower 
John Light, illustrated  
by Lisa Evans

9781846430701 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  
4-8 years                  
  

Rabbit Pie 
Penny Ives

9781846433535 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 93/4 3/4  
3-6 years                   
 

Copy Cat 
Mark Birchall
9781846433672 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 93/4 3/4  

 

No! 
Marta Altes
9781846434174 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  
4-8 years                   
 

The Lost Stars 
Hannah Cumming
9781846434167 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  
4-8 years                   
 

Dingo Dog and the  
Billabong Storm 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Anna Wadham
9781846432477  
Soft cover    
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433504  
Soft cover + CD   
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can

32 pages 101/2 3/4  
 years              

The Ant and the  
Big Bad Bully Goat 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Anna Wadham
9781846430794 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433481  
Soft cover + CD 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can

32 pages 101/2 3/4  
 years              

Monkey’s Clever Tale 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Amanda 
Montgomery-Higham
9780859530514  
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433450  
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can

32 pages 101/2 3/4  
 years              

The Tiger and the  
Wise Man 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Diana Mayo
9781904550075  
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433467  
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can
32 pages 101/2 3/4

 years              

Bear and Turtle and 
the Great Lake Race 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Alison Edgson
9781904550914 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433474 
Soft cover + CD  
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can
32 pages 101/2 3/4

 years              

Rabbit Cooks up a 
Cunning Plan 
Andrew Fusek Peters,  
illustrated by Bruno Robert

9781846430978 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846433498 
Soft cover + CD 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can

32 pages 101/2 3/4  
 years              

36
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CHILD’S PLAY BACKLIST

Discovery Flaps   
Illustrated by Annie Kubler and Caroline Formby   

 years $5.99 US  $6.99 Can

780859537919 
Come home with us!

9780859537933 
Come and play with us!

99780859537940 
Come and ride with us!

CHILD’S PLAY BACKLIST

Salamatu and  
Kandoni go missing  
Steve Brace, illustrated by 
Annie Kubler

9780859537841 
Soft cover 
$4.99 US  $5.99 Can 
32 pages  

 

From Beans to 
Batteries  
Steve Brace, illustrated by 
Annie Kubler

9780859537995 
Soft cover 
$4.99 US  $5.99 Can 
32 pages  

Relax  
Catherine O’Neill,  
illustrated by Toni Goffe

9780859537902 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
40 pages 1/2 1/2  
6-10 years            

The Red Boat 
Hannah Cumming
9781846434938 
Hard cover  
$16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  
4-8 years                   
 

The Cloud 
Hannah Cumming
9781846433436 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 
32 pages 101/2 3/4  
4-8 years                   
 

Twenty-Four 
Robbers 
Audrey Wood
 

9781904550358
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

*Choking hazard. Not 
suitable for children 
under 3. Warning label 
applied.

Balloonia 
Audrey Wood
9781904550495 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

Scaredy Cats 
Audrey Wood
 

9781904550488 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

822162000632 
Plush Kittens* 
$16.99 US  $18.99 Can 
3+ years

The Musical Life  
of Gustav Mole
Ill. Kathryn Meyrick
9780859533478 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US $9.99 Can

9780859533331 
Soft cover + CD 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

822162000533 
Musical Families 
$8.99 US  $10.99 Can 
4-8 yrs

What I Like 
Gervase Phinn 
Ill. Jane Eccles
9781904550129 
Soft cover  
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can

9781846430282 
Soft cover + CD 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 
2-6 yrs  101/2  x 93/4

Our Cat Cuddles
Gervase Phinn 
Ill. A. Montgomery-
Higham 

9780859538640 
Soft cover 
$7.99 US  $9.99 Can 

9781846430275 
Soft cover + CD 
$9.99 US  $12.99 Can 

101/2  x 93/4

9780859530255
Big book
$26.99 US  $31.99 Can

1/4  x 3/4
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Old Macdonald  
Counting Snap 
Pam Adams  
This noisy counting game is an irresistible invitation to learn to count. 
    822162000427    Old Macdonald Counting Snap   $8.99 US  $10.99 Can 
48 cards  years

Fruit Salad * 
Annie Kubler
This game is a painless introduction to fractions in concrete  
and abstract form.
    822162000779   Fruit Salad   $14.99 US  $17.99 Can

 years  

Vegetable Soup
Annie Kubler

things, we learn that a whole can be made of many different combinations     

     822162001660    Vegetable Soup   $14.99 US  $17.99 Can 
48 shaped vegetable cards 6-10 years  

Numbers Factory
Maria Newton 
This multi-level game offers children plenty of experience 

     822162002025  Numbers Factory   $14.99 US  $17.99 Can   
10 years

Arithmetic Lotto
Maria Newton 

 
with many original features.  

     822162002018  Arithmetic Lotto   $14.99 US  $17.99 Can 
4-8 years

*Choking hazard. Not suitable for children under 3. Warning label applied.

NUMERACY

Giant Dice*  
Pam Adams
A fun and challenging game for children of varying age and ability, to 
match their skill at arithmetic.

        822162000540    Giant Dice   $15.99 US  $18.99 Can      
2 x 30mm dice 60 counters 4 collecting boards 10 years  
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Numbers Factory
Maria Newton 
This multi-level game offers children plenty of experience 

     822162002025  Numbers Factory   $14.99 US  $17.99 Can   
10 years
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                      @ChildsPlayUSA                   www.facebook.com/childsplaybooks

www.pinterest.com/childsplaybooks                  www.instagram.com/ChildsPlayUSA

Cover and back illustration from Errol’s Garden by Gillian Hibbs

A child’s early years are more important than any other.  
This is when children learn most about the world around them,  

and the language they need to survive and grow. For over forty years,  
Child’s Play has put enormous thought and care into creating exactly 

the right sort of material for this all-important time.

Respected and loved by parents and educators alike, the Child’s Play 
program brings learning, fun and happiness to children from the 

very earliest age. It offers a wide and diverse range of formats and 
experiences, that will enrich and empower every child’s life.

Child’s Play has a history of creating innovative, award-winning,  
inclusive books for children that promote learning through play. 

Vibrant illustrations positively portray children of all cultures, 
nationalities, genders and abilities, helping children to develop an 
understanding of our diverse society. Non-stereotypical traditions  

and values are promoted as a matter of course.

For details contact: 
Joe Gardner, VP Sales and Marketing, Child’s Play, Inc.

Customer Service:  Child’s Play Inc.
250 Minot Avenue, Auburn, Maine 04210

Email: laurie@childsplayusa.com
childsplayusa.com

Canada:
University of Toronto Press

5201 Dufferin Street, Toronto, ON  M3H 5T8

utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca


